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Abstract

As the contemporary workflow technology prevails, its incompatibility of supporting evolutionary and on-the-fly changes demanded by many practical situations also becomes more evident. Focusing mainly on modeling issues, the paper tries to identify related challenges, examine existing approaches and discuss potential improvements for our ongoing and future research work.
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1. Process Orientation and Workflow Technology

A business process aims at a set of defined outcomes driven by certain business goals, and is composed of a set of logically and temporally related business steps whose fulfillment usually involves human participation. Under the banner of process orientation, the shift of emphasis from the quality movement and the development of vertical applications in the 80's to the 90's engineering of organization's horizontal business processes can be observed. This is motivated by the following findings: while the automation of individual business tasks improves efficiency and productivity of single steps, business processes play a key role for achieving an improvement in competitiveness for a whole organization. Process-oriented, modern business systems are turning to goal-driven, computerized, human-operated, integrated and cooperative systems in which human participants work and interact with the aid of computer software to reach intended goals. As a technical enable for such business systems, and also seen as a means to integrate application systems and human participants, workflow technology becomes one of the most significant and promising metaphors in the information processing field. The key idea of workflow technology is to abstract and separate process logic from concrete application systems and use the process logic for explicit control and coordination.

Emphasizing the operational aspects of a business process, a workflow process deals with a coordinated execution of interconnected business tasks by human participants and/or computer software. To describe such workflow processes, models are built. Since multiple facets and perspectives, such as organization, process, usage, data and application functions, are involved, a single grand model may turn out to be less useful than models focusing on salient features of reality from different perspectives [MIS97-1]. In this paper, workflow models (also called workflow specifications, workflow definitions, workflow schemata, or workflow maps in literature) refer to executable process models from the workflow process perspective. Workflow modeling refers to the activities that capture a workflow process in the form of a workflow model. A workflow model is built with a given medium (often defined by a language) and serves as one sort of impact for a workflow management system that directly or indirectly supports the given medium. Being a coherent set of software tools, a workflow management system (WFMS or workflow software, as often called) provides an operational environment for workflow modeling as well as the execution, administration and monitoring of modeled workflow processes. Execution of workflow models will then result in real workflow processes.

In recent years, many workflow software products have been developed and marketed by the software industry (Action Workflow, COSA, FileNet, FlowMark, InConcert and SAP Business Workflow, just to name a few). Meanwhile, a number of research projects also concentrate on the workflow scenario or certain parts of it, aiming mainly at searching for a suitable methodological support. Some examples of the research prototypes include: CORMA [DeGr94], WAM [FaWo95], ADEPTex [ReDe97], CRYSTAL [MoLo97], INCOMESTAR [DoLe94], INCOM/EWF [MoLo97], MENTOR [WoWe96], METEOR1 [KiSi89], SDE [SiWe96], MiMMS97-2], MOBILE [JrNo94]. ObjectFlow [HiKo96], Panta Rhei [BoCo97], WADA [WeLo98], and WEB [CaCa96]. Efforts on standardizing workflow technology are also being made by the industrial coalition bodies W3C (W3CMC) and OMG (OMG), and by initiatives like SWAP (SWAP).

2. Workflow Modeling

2.1 Essence of Workflow Models

Workflow modeling is a process of abstraction, synthesis, and transformation, extracting most relevant and important properties of business processes into workflow models and suppressing less important ones. The importance is always a relative factor in a defined context. Therefore, there can be many different workflow models for the same business process, depending on the viewpoints of modelers and the
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1 METEOR is also available now as a commercial product from InforSoft Inc.
modeling mediums used. However, the essence of workflow modeling remains more or less the same:

- Specifying business tasks and their scheduling
  - Task specifications define a set of logical units of work, their types and interfaces. Task scheduling reflects task interdependencies and sequences, normally in the form of conditional precedence relations.
- Specifying the application of workflow resources to individual tasks
  - Workflow resources (or resources, for short) include application programs, workflow models, fragments that implement tasks, persons, or machine agents that are in charge of performing tasks, and application data as well as process data needed for performing tasks. Resources are normally further classified into various resource types. Here, we would like to devote a special attention to process data since they play an important role in enhancing the flexibility and adaptability of workflow models. Process data can be used to complemently describe workflow processes. They may define extra attributes and roles used in describing workflow process constraints, details of workflow process components, as well as the binding of other types of resources to tasks. For example, process data may include constraints like time stamps, data reflecting running status, references to external applications, etc. What can be categorized and treated as process data and how they are associated with tasks are usually dependent on modeling languages.

Resource application to a task denotes concrete resources or resource types to be applied for performing a task. Most modeling mediums define the application of resources to tasks in a fixed way. Only a few of them allow for a dynamic binding of resources and support a run-time management and management of resources (see [Har97-1] for a brief summary).

Also, depending on modeling languages, the specification of resources is included in the model associated with workflow models in different ways. Commonly, specifications of application data structures, application functions, and organization structures are represented in separate models. Even for describing the process aspect, multiple abstraction layers are often used. While some people try to specify all related aspects in one compact language at a single abstraction level (e.g., M4A), the majority builds workflow models with different abstraction layers. Some workflow models have a structure specification part and a task specification part (like in M4A), for example, covering the scheduling of tasks and task specifications respectively. Still others use an extra third layer for describing resources and their allocation in executing tasks. (Har97-2)

Modeling languages will also play the most essential role in deriving appropriate models for adaptive workflow. Thus, in the subsequent subsection, we first give a brief overview of the most prevalent modeling paradigms.

2.2 Prevalent Modeling Paradigms

Various modeling languages, new or established, have been used in workflow modeling and research prototypes for workflow modeling. Often, they only cover certain parts of the overall workflow modeling capabilities, with other parts relying on more ad-hoc approaches. Different languages and their associated approaches form various paradigms. The major paradigms can be categorized into:

- Procedural workflow languages
  - Here, efforts involve extending high-level imperative programming languages for workflow modeling. For example, the procedural workflow languages O'C<e> (O'C<e>95) and APPL/A (O'C<e>97) are high-level imperative programming languages based on C and Ada respectively.
- Workflow scripts
  - Scripts are composed of specialized, textual and descriptive primitives. For example, MOBILE uses a text language for workflow modeling.
- Transactional workflow
  - Under the term transactional workflow, some people, but not all, view workflow management as a generalization of transaction management. In this connection, workflow models are based on ATMs (Advanced Transaction Models) ([Ada93] [Gol84]).
- SCA rules
  - TriGisFlow (Kap93), MARVEL (Kan88) and some other research projects (Nek95) (Pei92) have used Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules for workflow modeling.
- Active database
  - Active database approaches are extended rule-based approaches with the support of active database technology. Workflow is specified with rules and workflow execution is based on trigger mechanisms provided by an active database ([Gor94] [LeO94]).
- Goal directed and agent based

Emphasizing local decision making and autonomy, such approaches have been used in [Joh97] [Lew95] [Yu96].

Similar to rule-based approaches, such approaches often lack a clear overall picture of workflow processes.

- Communication based

In such approaches, a workflow process is reduced to communication loops between actors and processes. As an example, the Business Design Language (BDL) used in the Action Workflow System ([MeW92]) developed by Axiom Technology uses speech acts based language/action perspective to build workflow models.

- Mathematical models

Examples of mathematical approaches to process modeling include, for example, CCS (Communicating Concurrent Systems) ([Mil90]), CSP (Communicating Sequential Processes) ([Har85]) and CTL (Computation Tree Logic) ([Agi96]). However, these approaches have not been applied pervasively for workflow modeling mainly because they are not (visually) intuitive and directly executable and lack a proper means to model human involvement and to enable advanced abstraction mechanisms.

- State-transition diagrams

In this category, workflow models are diagrams based on state-transition concepts. Petri nets ([Pei81]) and Statecharts ([Har87]) are the most prominent ones. The Mentor project incorporates Statecharts as its workflow modeling formalism ([WoW96]). A large number of the prevalent approaches are based on Petri nets, including various extensions of Petri nets (see e.g. [Beu93] [DeG94]).
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1 For example, the authors of [WoW97] have argued against it.

2 Some of these projects actually focused on software process management and automation.
The newer generation of workflow systems, under the buzzword - adaptive workflow [FaM96], strives to cover both structured processes to ensure correctness and discipline as well as ad-hoc processes to increase flexibility. Upon the recognition of the dynamic changes and evolution problems, adaptive workflow becomes a research topic that shows a great deal of research and practice potentials. In the context of adaptive workflow, we identify the following four kinds of adaptation:

- Workflow evolution
- Ad-hoc adaptation
- Resource modification
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3. Adaptive Workflow - What and Why

In essence, enhancing flexibility, adaptability and efficiency of business organizations is one of the utmost goals of applying workflow technology. However, the limitation of the contemporary workflow technology prevents it from adequately supporting evolutionary and on-the-fly changes demanded by practical situations. One main reason is that workflow products and prototypes of the current generation assume well-structured and totally pre-defined business processes. Figure 1 illustrates the currently prevalent way of workflow management: Firstly, workflow models are completely built according to envisioned and reengineered versions or simply by assembling old "as-is" processes only. Then, they serve as the main inputs for the underlying workflow management system. Finally, their execution leads to real-world processes. Note that there are, in principle, always discrepancies between envisioned processes and actual needs. The feedback from the real-world processes should be captured accurately and timely so that the future courses of the workflow processes can be adjusted. This helps to reduce chances of mismatch between models and their real-world counterparts. To cope with the above-stated problems, contemporary workflow models must evolve from being only pre-defined plans and be open for dynamic modification and reconfiguration on the basis of the feedback information. On the other side, a reliable system infrastructure needs to be established so that the underlying software systems are able to efficiently support and keep up with the changes.

Workflow evolution comes hand in hand with Business Process Reengineering (BPR) [HaCr97]. Business activities and environments, as well as many engineering branches in general, are highly dynamic and subject to constant evolution. Globally, as the business climate is increasingly dynamic and competitive worldwide, the ability to be responsive to rapid changes is an essential success factor for enterprises. Thus, in most organizations, redesign and optimization of existing business processes become indispensable in order to gain better efficiency and effectiveness in the rapidly changing environments. Apparently, it is not enough to radically redesign the business processes once and for all. Between radical redesigns, business processes often have to be adjusted over and over again. Thus, problems related to the redesign, substitution and version control of workflow models must be considered in accordance with business process improvements.

Ad-hoc adaptation of workflow models usually takes place dynamically as the workflow models are being executed. This kind of adaptation is frequently needed to incorporate derivatives and ad-hoc extensions in order to flexibly control workflow processes. For example, at the very fundamental level, a clerical worker has often to adjust and simulate his/her activities depending on concrete circumstances under the influence of external events and his/her personal working.
Evolutionary changes deal with long-term, permanent changes that are often related to the changes of organization policies. They are performed at a corresponding higher level by someone who has the special right for making such changes. Workflow evolution often results in structural changes to workflow models and possibly changes at other levels, too. In contrast, adjustments for situating personal work do not affect structure level in principle and may directly be made by the corresponding user. While some changes can be performed by normal workflow users to facilitate individualization and cope with local exceptions, others may affect multiple users and therefore should be performed by system managers or workflow owners who are in charge of the corresponding group. The separation of different layers is very useful for allocating responsibility and controlling change right. Concerning the scopes of changes, changes can be made to a workflow model or workflow model instances. A change may affect a single model instance or all running instances. Moreover, changes may be first made to one or more model instances and then, after verification for example, are made permanent.

A number of problems have to be solved to ensure a meaningful and correct change, however. They are related to questions like:

- Who can make what kind of changes?
- How can we identify and cope with side effects of changes? For example, changes of organisation model, data model, or a concrete workflow resource may directly or indirectly affect workflow models, and vice versa.
- How can we ensure the consistency and correctness related to structure changes, such as deleting, bypassing, repeating and inserting tasks?
- How can we guarantee system and data integrity in a distributed environment where changes may take place simultaneously?
- What are the criteria and limitations of changes and how to deal with multiple versions?
- Can failure and exception handling mechanisms be generally integrated with adaptive workflow?
- Can an advanced transaction mechanism be adapted to the workflow process level?
- How can an adaptive workflow be effectively monitored?
- How can an adaptive workflow be analyzed prior to execution? Due to the fact that the detailed picture of an adaptive workflow process only becomes known after the process execution, adaptive workflow processes are more difficult to be analyzed than ordinary ones.

4. Prime Time of Adaptive Workflow

4.1 Adaptive Workflow Modelling

Suitable workflow models and system infrastructure are most essential to adaptive workflow. The popular paradigms of workflow modeling introduced in section 2 fail to cope with the challenges of adaptive workflow satisfactorily. To develop flexible models that are open for changes, we need more flexible modeling languages. Methodologies are also needed to realize various changes and guarantee correctness. Currently,
concerning the adaptation of workflow models, two popular approaches are prevalent: meta-model approach and open-point approach.

Meta-model approaches utilize meta-models to determine the structures and types of constituent components of workflow models. A set of primitives is usually defined with which change operations can be performed to a workflow model or even a certain model instance. Examples of such an approach include ADEPT, WAM and WIDE. Synchronisation correctness can be controlled and changes can be made by users provided that a suitable tool support is available. But attention is largely paid to structural changes of workflow models, that is, adding, deleting or skipping tasks and altering task dependencies. A general resource management strategy is not yet available so that certain conflict situations may arise due to rearrangements of resources including human beings [Wah89]. Local adjustments concerning a single task are often neglected. Such local adjustments are very useful for a user to simulate his/her work environment, including making decision in response to a special situation, making decisions on the basis of a variety of choices, reporting exceptional cases that are out of his/her responsibility, and so on.

Open-point approaches set up special points in a workflow model, where adaptation can be made. Here, the concept of adaptation is often generalised, including provision of multiple choices for users to choose, binding of certain resources at runtime, or provision of an open interface through which the so-called "late-modeling" can be made. Late-modeling means that, during the execution of the overall model, certain sub-models can be dynamically defined and put into an immediate use. Several workflow management systems, such as MELMAC, MOBILE and ObjectFlow, facilitate the open-point approach to different extents. However, it turns out to be insufficient for dealing with unexpected situations just to have fixed, predefined open-points in models. A further development is to build a generic open interface inside every workflow tasks, as proposed in [Haa97]. In this way, dynamic changes can be made more flexibly at individual tasks. A major deficiency of open-point approaches is that they have difficulties to deal with certain structural changes that are well supported in meta-model approaches.

We believe that the above-named two approaches can be used complementarily for adaptive workflow. However, it would be beneficial to separate issues of workflow evolution and those of dynamic ad-hoc changes. As a redesign process, workflow evolution deals with modifying workflow models permanently to get a new version. Workflow evolution is a serious process because it is often associated with changes of business policies and the ways of organizing business processes, and just issues of changing task sequences and ensuring correctness. Concerning process reengineering, workflow evolution does not necessarily impose special tool support for making changes. Workflow models can be redesigned using ordinary editing tools as if they were new and used the existing models as reference "templates". But, a major problem is with regard to the migration issues. Certain workflow processes can have a long "life". How a running instance can be properly stopped and the valid process data and running states be transferred to the instances of the new model still remains a topic for research. Note that there can exist a strong association between ad-hoc changes and workflow evolution. If ad-hoc changes are to be made permanent, we are then confronted with a problem of workflow evolution. In the subsequent paragraphs, we mainly concentrate on our strategies for adapting to ad-hoc changes and resource modifications. As a matter of fact, with the resource management and dynamic binding concepts, we are trying to reduce certain structural changes to quantitative resource changes. In addition, we want to make use of the potentials of model composition, resource management, and flexible binding of resources to cope with the change problems.

Our approach is sketched in Figure 2. User involvement is emphasized. Users are either process owners who can make structural changes (cf. meta-model approaches) and process participants who can only make local changes regarding their tasks (cf. open-point approaches). Based on their ownership, users can initiate changes for modifying all potential resources for performing their tasks, including application systems or workflow models as shown in Figure 2. Structural changes at the same level are not, and in our opinion should not be, supported. That is, only process owners can initiate structural changes to workflow models accessible to them, either making new versions or changing running instances of the models. As a participant of a workflow process, a user designs the needs of changes in the process instance (instead of changing the flow structure by himself); that is, a participant is the owner of the resources associated with his/her task. In particular, if the task is implemented by a workflow process, the user becomes the owner of the workflow process and can make structural changes in the corresponding workflow models to create a new version. Each task is equipped with an open, generic mechanism for binding resources and handling exceptional situations. Our approach is based on the following observations and considerations:
6.2 Multi-Paradigm Approaches

In the past several years, efforts have been made in various research projects to cope with the new challenges of adaptive workflow models. For example, the integration of coordination, collaboration and information management is proposed in [Birangi et al. 1997] and [Sheff 1997]. Figure 4 illustrates the basic ideas of WCCS (Work Coordination and Collaboration System). We argue that coordination technologies that are highlighted by workflow management, collaboration technologies that are highlighted by groupware, desktop conferencing and CSCW, and information management technologies that are highlighted by database and management information systems should be integrated together to establish a unified framework to cope with the dynamic nature of organizations and to support a more comprehensive human participation.

Similar ideas have been pursued in the project WAM [Fatih et al. 1996]. In WAM, communication-based (speech-based models) and coordination-based models (Petri net models) are used together to support inter-personal collaboration as well as asynchronous and synchronous distributed coordination of business processes in the public administration domain. Workflow processes allocate tasks and multimedia documents to staff members according to certain time relations. A task is a meaningful work unit which can be atomic or made up of a set of ordered sub-tasks. Each task is assigned to a so-called
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**Figure 3**

- Flexible composition and dynamic hierarchy of workflow models
- Business processes are often hierarchically organized. However, the hierarchy should not be totally fixed. This is because, while a business task can be accomplished by a workflow process at a lower level in one situation, it may be accomplished by an atomic application system or another workflow process in other situations. Generally, there can exist multiple choices for accomplishing a business task, each of which is suitable or applicable to a specific subset of all possible situations. Flexibility is significantly reduced if a business task is associated with one solution in a fixed manner. In this connection, the first thing we do is to make a business task more abstract by separating its declaration from its implementation, and by allowing for a dynamic binding between a business task and various potential implementations.
- Systematic management and dynamic binding of workflow resources
- Resource management (resource collection, allocation, assignment, registration, etc.) forms an extra internal process. From the resource management point of view, workflow models should also be a part of resource allocation and utilization. Tasks are executed by binding and applying various related workflow resources. Through the separation of an extra resource management layer, dynamic binding between workflow resources and tasks is made feasible and safe from resource conflicts. We advocate that resources be encapsulated in an object-oriented way. With suitable tool support, certain changes of workflow resources can be made independently of workflow models.
- Local decision making and user involvement
- Changes, especially ad-hoc changes, have to be strongly associated with user involvement. Each responsible user should be provided with all available resources that are dynamically managed and adjusted by the underlying resource management facilities. As such, he/she is provided with a free room to make local decisions and does not need to care about resource conflicts. Through the generic resource binding and exception handling mechanism embedded in each task, a user can also dynamically acquire new resources, report problems, or seek help from a system manager or the process owner. Ownership that identifies a task owner is associated with business tasks in the form of process data. The rights of making changes are embodied by such an association. At run-time, the ownership is dynamically resolved by concrete users who become runtime task owners. Moreover, if a task is implemented by a workflow process, the corresponding user is also the process owner. Suppose a user is assigned a business task that is to be realized by a workflow process in which multiple users are involved. Only he/she, not one of the participating members, has the right to make new versions of the corresponding workflow model by making structural changes.
executor or a group of executors who are responsible for the execution of the task. All necessary information for carrying out a task, including office documents, electronic forms or references to other forms of documents such as paper documents, access control, and a catalogue of available software tools, is gathered together in a folder that is associated with the corresponding task. Rules are attributes assigned to tasks, and they are linked to one or several positions in an organizational structure. At run-time, rules are replaced by responsible persons. For the tasks that are not atomic, pieces of sub-workflow related to them are modeled with Petri nets. A task is activated either through communication-based user interaction or by a task in which other task can be called. A user can flexibly choose any possible way to fulfill a task or collaborate with others using teleconferencing to solve a complicated problem. Thus, the whole system is very flexible for supporting high-level business processes. However, there is no overall picture of workflow processes. This may be a big deficiency because workflow models are also used for documentation or for monitoring purposes. Dynamic arrangement of workflow resources are not supported either. Nevertheless, WAM, WCSS and other multi-paradigm approaches open up a new dimension for a synergic solution to flexible workflow management that is in nature a multi-disciplinary problem.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we discussed issues associated with workflow evolution and ad-hoc adaptation. The following mechanisms or ideas are advocated with emphasis:

- Abstraction of business tasks and separation between goals and implementations
- Encapsulation of implementations as workflow resources and dynamic binding of resources with tasks
- Embedding of an explicit resource management mechanism
- Emphasis on user-oriented adaptive changes
- Application of multiple paradigms and integration of collaboration tools

We realized that, besides the development of more scalable modeling formalisms, tool support is an absolute necessity. Although infrastructure issues are not treated in depth in this paper, they should not be neglected. Recent advances in, for example, distributed computing infrastructure, software architecture, agent technology, middleware and components based reuse methodologies, as well as such technologies for version and configuration control can all contribute to a more flexible and configurable workflow infrastructure. Currently, we are extending both the modeling formalism - METEOR and its underlying WFMS with the proposed ideas. There is still a long way to go to establish an adequate methodology for adaptive workflow. The best results of the paper would be to inspire constructive ideas and fruitful discussions.
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